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Andy Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC  

EMF meter: K-II  

 

 

 

Conditions 

Daytime investigation, sunny with some cloud 

Ambient Sounds 

Road traffic and wind 

 

Someries Castle: 13.00 – 14.10 – Andy and Bill 

Andy and Bill conducted a investigation of the building and surrounding area and were able to access 

the tower. However due to a large amount of rubble they could find no sign of a cellar. A EMF 

experiment was also conducted on the stiars. 

 

  Post Investigation 

No activity was recorded 

 

St Mary’s Church Clophill: 15.00-16.10 - Andy  

Andy explored the area of the cemetery but not the church building itself which was surrounded by 

fencing as building is due to take place there shortly.  During the exploration of one part of he 

churchyard Andy came across the grave and tombstone of Sophie Stimson who died June 28
th

 1915. 

While standing next to the grave looking at the tombstone Andy was overcome with a strong feeling of 

grief and loss for Sophie.  So much so that Andy had to move aware from this area as he found this 

upsetting.  Andy moved away from the area and the feeling left him.  After a few minutes Andy decide 

to return to this spot and was once again overcome with grief and a sense of loss and then decided to 

move away from the grave.  

 

Post Investigation 

Sophie was the husband of one Bennet Stimson.  Was the emotion Andy felt residual energy from 

Bennet standing at the grave of his lost wife?  Further to this there is a possibility that the name Sophie 

came up during a LPS investigation of the church with other organisations and this needs to be further 

clarified      
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Tilsworth Woods:  Andy, Bill Steph and Elaine. 

During the walk around the woods, both Steph and Andy observed that Andy’s EMF meter spiked 

twice.  Although no further spikes were recorded an EVP experiment was completed.  

 

Post Investigation 

Andy has reviewed his camcorder footage and has recorded the following footage: 

Steph is clearly seen asking the question:  Can you give us your name or the name of the man who 

murdered you?   On the film there is the clear voice of a woman saying “No”.  although this was not 

picked up by the team at the time. 

 

Ongoing investigation 

The above sounds form the camcorder need to be further examined in case it was Elaine who was 

nearby and maybe she was speaking to Bill and Dictaphones needs to be further analysed    

 

  

  


